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%ASEMORNINGNAUSEABYPRESSING0 APOINTTHREE
FINGER BREADTHSFROMTHEENDOFTHEHAND BETWEEN
TWOTENDONS
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ivorce, they say, is painful — the
before, during, and after. Why then
do couples consider giving their
relationship with an ex another go?
Often, years of getting used to
one person leaves them consumed with guilt
and regret. Remarriage with the ex-spouse
seems like a reasonable solution then. Fear of
being alone is common too. Minneapolisbased Ellen Sue Stern, relationship coach
and writer with over 20 books to her credit, believes that sometimes, it’s motivation based on false hope that can drive
couples together again. “If only I had
done that” and “maybe this time it’ll
work” are the thoughts they live with.
But there is always hope. In fact,
it’s only recently that Stern was invited to the second wedding of a couple
that had been divorced for 10 years.
The bride said, says Stern, “We’ve
had a lot of time and space to get
things into perspective. Being out
there, dating other people, can make
you see your ex in a far better light.”
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What do you expect it to do? Hide
between your thighs? Learn better
control and save your fantasies for
the right times.

My 20-year-old friend has


I am a 24-year-old man.
Whenever I see a beautiful
girl, my penis instantly gets
erect — any time, anywhere. I
feel bad when it happens.

been ‘bed humping’ for the
last two years. He has been
unable to get proper erections
and also, his sperm quality
has deteriorated – it has become as thin as water. He has
spent almost Rs 15,000 on Ayurvedic medicines but in
vain. He now says he doesn’t
wish to live anymore. I request you to advice proper

Closer home, a celebrity couple have
been the subject of bedroom conversation ever since they signed up for a reality
show that forced them to live in the same
confined space after splitting from each
other two years ago.
After a 14-year marriage, TV actors Rajev
Paul and Delnaaz Irani separated in 2010. It
was as recently as July 2012 that she chosen
to break her silence in an interview that
hinted that it was an extra-marital affair that
was behind the split.
Rajev denied the allegation, saying it was
his not-so-successful career that was the root
of the problem. He also said they were keen
to have a baby, but that didn’t happen.
Now that both are participants on Bigg
Boss, Rajev seems to have softened his
stance, and is keen to get back with her. On
the very first day of the show, Delnaaz was
seen weeping while looking at a bunch of
family photos. Paul asked another participant to go over and give her a hug.
Since then, he has made repeated

medication or exercise that’ll
help him regain his erections.
Are you sure it is your friend you are
talking about? Masturbation should
not cause any complication in
achieving erections. As for the ejaculate, it doesn’t matter if it’s thin, watery or thick, as the sperm content in
it remains the same. You can refer to
the Yellow Pages for names of sexperts who he can consult.

I am a 23-year-old girl. For

the last two years, I have been
in a relationship, and we are
getting married within six
months. When we engage in

attempts to warm up to her, and indicated
rather openly to fellow contestants that he’d
like to get back together, but Delnaaz has
been adamant to stay apart. In one episode,
she admitted to Paul being a figurehead husband, unable to provide emotional or financial support.
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Susan Winter writes, speaks and coaches on
cutting-edge partnership models as well as
traditional relationship challenges. After
studying details provided by Mirror on the
Rajev-Delnaaz case, she says, “Reuniting
after divorce is a possibility when we are
willing to listen (and hear) what the partner
is saying, and honour what happened to the
other in that experience. This willingness
creates a bridge, a connection. Resentment is
lessened in the act of understanding. An
opening is created for love to flow again.”
Divorce brings with it distance, and that’s
a good thing because it allows the couple to
glance at the relationship from an ‘eagle’s
view’, allowing greater clarity. “From this
enhanced perspective, we might begin to
understand the reasons for our partner’s
actions, and better understand our own,”
she adds.
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If Rajev was unfaithful, says Winter, it’ll be
tough for Delnaaz to warm up because for-
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foreplay, I cannot enjoy anal
sex, which my boyfriend
loves. Is there any medicine so
that it doesn’t cause me pain
and I can still satisfy him?
Anal sex is not considered as foreplay. If you don’t like it, he should
understand. But if you wish to
please him, then ask him to do it
using a condom, else he may contract a severe infection. To alleviate
the pain, you can apply a local anaesthetic like Lox 2% gel.

Recently, when I was caressing my girlfriend’s
breasts, my penis got erect

and I ejaculated within seconds. Due to this, she got very
upset. I don’t want to ruin my
sex life. Please suggest some
medicine and tell me how to
control myself.
You will have to learn to exercise
better control over your excitement. Be certain that you want to
satisfy her first, and only then will
you proceed to satisfy yourself.
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